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ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW –TOURISM REMAIN UNCERTAIN DUE TO THE
COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Impact of COVID-19


The tourism and hospitality industry is currently experiencing unprecedented times as a result of
COVID-19 pandemic.



The Group’s number one priority remains protecting the safety and security of our guests, team
members and all other stakeholders.



Hence, providing a safe and clean environments for our guests and colleagues is a top priority
for African Sun, and we remain committed to enhanced levels of cleanliness—now and in the
future.



We have championed the vaccination program at all our units to ensure that our employees and
their families are protected from the pandemic.



The Group will continue to adhere to World Health Organisation (WHO), Intercontinental Hotels
Group (IHG) and Ministry of Health and Child Care Protocols to ensure that our guests, staff and
other stakeholders will be safe when they visit our hotels.

ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW (Cont.) – INTERNATIONAL TOURISM REMAIN
UNCERTAIN DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
International market overview
 According to UNWTO Tourism Barometer, international tourist arrivals for the first quarter of 2021
declined by 83% compared to F20.
 The outlook remains cautious due to hindrance in the resumption of international travel driven by;
 New virus outbreaks accelerating the third and forth waves.
 Continued lockdowns & travel restrictions by major source countries
 Delays in vaccine distribution and roll-outs as well as resistance to vaccinations
 Barriers on re-entry ;mandatory quarantines and testing.

 Flight restrictions due to low demand.

ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW (Cont.) – REGIONAL MARKETS REMAIN UNSTABLE
DUE TO COVID-19 AND CURRENCY VOLATILITY
Regional market overview



Regional Travel is recovering faster than International Travel;



The spreading of the Covid19 mutant variant coupled with slow vaccine roll out programs in the region has
impacted negatively on arrivals into the region. The third wave in South Africa is of concern as it negatively impact
both international and regional arrivals.



The growing air access capacity and improved connectivity to Zimbabwe from Southern and East African circuits
is set to facilitate intra-regional travel and hence growth in both leisure and corporate travel business within the
region.



Regional air access continues to strengthen as more airlines are resuming their traditional routes and gradually
increasing frequencies.



Cross border restrictions by Zimbabwe is impacting negatively on the bus tours and self drive market from the
region.



The launch of Kazungula Bridge and one border post will facilitate and enhance regional travel and tourism among
and within Kavango Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area (KAZA TFCA).

ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW (Cont.) – DOMESTIC MARKET FACING A HUGE DECLINE AS A
RESULT OF THE ECONOMIC RESSESION AND IMPACT OF COVID-19
Domestic market overview


Domestic market remains key in driving the revival of the tourism and hospitality industry.



The successful vaccination roll out especially in Victoria Falls will boost travelers' confidence into
the destination.



The ban on workshops and meetings as per Statutory Instrument (SI) 170 will have a negative
impact on convention business. This will affect mainly City and Country hotels.



Increased activity from NGOs that are involved in developmental, humanitarian, political
advocacy and disease control, is expected to continue.



Introduction of SI 127 has resulted in a hike in foreign currency prices and may increase the cost
of doing business.

ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW (Cont.)
Domestic market overview



Construction, manufacturing, mining and agriculture sectors are expected to drive growth of the
economy during the year (2021).



Road Infrastructure Rehabilitation through the Emergence Road Rehabilitation Programme (ERRP)
will support and encourage the growth of self drive market and hence promote domestic travel.



Domestic air capacity is critical for the domestic tourism recovery.



The extension of Robert Gabriel Mugabe (RGM) International Airport is expected to position Harare
as a major hub for regional and international flights.



Coupled with the government’s open skies policy, this development will see RGM International
Airport attract some of the major airline carriers to fly into Harare.



Foreign exchange rate and inflation stability noted in the economy is encouraging.

TRADING UPDATE

Please note that the May 2021 Trading Update was compared to five (5) months to 31 May
2019 as we hardly traded for the full five (5) months in 2020.

FIVE MONTHS ENDED 31 MAY 2021 PERFORMANCE – VOLUMES DOWN AFFECTED BY THE
IMPACT OF COVID-19 RELATED CLOSURE OF HOTELS

 As previously reported in our trading update, Q1 2021 occupancy was depressed, closing at
14%, 24 percentage points down compared to same period F19.
 Occupancy for the 5 months ended May 2021 was 22%, down by 21 percentage points
compared to 43% recorded for the same period F19. This was largely due to COVID-19
induced lockdowns, as hotels recorded minimal occupancies of 7% and 10% in January
2021 and February 2021 respectively.

 Revenue for the 5 months closed at ZWL739 million (Inflation Adjusted), 6% ahead of the
revised budget and 41% below same period F19 largely due to the impact of COVID-19. The
revenue was split 95% and 5% between domestic and foreign respectively as we are now
heavily reliant on the domestic market.

FIVE MONTHS ENDED 31 MAY 2021 PERFORMANCE (Cont.)
 ADR for the 5 months was an effective US$91, which was 7% down on US$99 reported
same period F19– mainly due to lack of foreign business which comes at a premium
rates.
 Depressed economic environment which is characterized by a slowdown in economic
activity, hyper-inflation, shortages of foreign currency and fuel also contributed to
reduced volumes for the domestic market by 29% year to date compared to F19 same
period.
 Overheads to turnover ratio for the 5 months period was 100% compared to 51%
recorded in the same period F19 due to impact of suppressed revenues while a
significant portion of our costs is fixed.
 EBITDA margin was -3% compared to 38% recorded same period in F19– Performance
impacted by the lockdown due to COVID-19.

OUTLOOK – DOMESTIC MARKET EXPECTED TO REMAIN SUBDUED REELING FROM EFFECTS OF
COVID-19 AND DEPRESSED ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
 The COVID-19 pandemic has brought about uncertainties which make it difficulty to forecast
future performance even in the short to medium term.
 The Group anticipates continued disruption to travel and tourism in the months ahead due to
the COVID 19 pandemic, as the future is very uncertain.
 F21 performance will be anchored on domestic business with Government, NGO and
corporate business being the main drivers, it is encouraging that we have noted an
improvement in domestic leisure travel post lockdown.
 Given the strength of our systems and dedication of our people, we believe we are wellpositioned to navigate this crisis and ultimately recover stronger when the world begins to
travel again.
 According to United Nations World Travel Organisation (UNWTO), international business is set
to gradually resume starting from Q4 of 2021 as airlines start to rebuild their networks.

OUTLOOK (Cont.)
 The growth trajectory and volumes rebuilding phase is likely to be flatter due to
lockdowns, and low disposable incomes.
 Power, fuel and foreign currency shortages to impact on service delivery going
forward, however we have put in place mechanisms to mitigate these factors against
our business.
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